
SPOT THE MISTAKE!



⦿My friend is extremely 
bored. He doesn’t even tell 

jokes.
BORING



⦿This car is much more 
better than the red ferrari

1 & 2 
syllable 

adjectives 
(-er)

3 syllable 
adjective

s or + 
(more + 

adjective)



⦿ The opposite form of 
“cheap” is…

EXPENSIVE



⦿ I went to the library to buy 
the new Ken Follet book. 

Library = a place to 
BORROW books

Bookshop = a 
place to BUY 

books



◼Children actually are not 
like they used to be. Now 

they are very spoilt by their 
parents.

Actually = in 
fact

Today/at 
this 

moment = 
nowadays



⦿Alex said me that we should 
go to the movies on Friday 

night

to

Say TO someone Tell someone



⦿ The better thing that you can 
do is simply to ignore her!

Lo mejor = 
the best



⦿My friend Danny is the most 
sensible person I know. He 

cries when he watches 
Titanic!

Sensible 
= 

“sensato
”

Sensitive = 
“sensible”



⦿ I must organize my carpet. 
It’s a mess!

CARPET = ALFOMBRA
FOLDER= CARPETA



⦿Math was my favorite 
signature at school. I always 

got A+!

SUBJECT



⦿When my father had 52 
years old he was posted to 

Lebanon.

USE THE 
VERB TO 
BE FOR 
AGES



⦿How many fishes would you 
like, sir? 

⦿ - 1’50 kgs, please.

Same form for singular and plural



⦿He is very interested in 
learning yoga, no?

Isn’t he?



⦿My dogs are very beautifull! 
They are black and white.



⦿ I have three childrens: Maria 
is the oldest.



⦿The maid does the bed as 
soon as I leave my bedroom.

MAKES



⦿ I do jogging everyday. It’s 
my favorite hobby.

GO + sport -ing

DO (self defense & 
meditation sports)

PLAY (ball sports)



⦿ I like to go to the movies on 
weekends

AT 



⦿ I don’t want to see him 
never again.

2 negatives 
not allowed 
in English

ever



⦿ The opposite of “lazy” is…

Hard-working



⦿ I’m looking forward to hear 
from you

hearing


